[Biological models of schizophrenia: an update].
This paper is a review of the principal, currently proposed, biological models of schizophrenia. The convergence of recent neurobiological studies indicates that schizophrenia may be a neurodevelopmental and progressive disorder with multiple biochemical abnormalities involving dopamine, serotonin, glutamate and gamma-aminobutyric acidergic systems. In post-mortem tissue, structural abnormalities and alterations in synaptic connectivity have been observed in the intracortical circuitry of the prefrontal dorsal cortex. These morphological modifications could be sequelae of earlier environmental insults and genetic processes. There are probably multiple susceptibility genes, each of small effect, which act in conjunction with environmental factors: obstetric abnormalities, intra-uterine infection and abnormal nutrition. Candidate identified genes could influence neurodevelopment, synaptic plasticity and neurotransmission. If schizophrenia is clearly related to an abnormality of early brain development, the clinical expression of the illness itself is delayed typically for about two decades after birth. A similar delayed onset is also observed in the secondary psychosis associated with metachromatic leukodystrophy, a genetic disease affecting myelin. Schizophrenia is a term reserved for idiopathic cases of chronic psychosis. Strictly speaking, schizophrenia is a syndrome. There are no established laboratory tests, neuro-imaging studies, electrophysiological paradigms or neuropsychological testing batteries that can explicitly confirm this behavioural disorder to the exclusion of symptomatology: what physicians diagnose as schizophrenia today may prove to be a cluster of different illnesses, with similar and overlapping symptoms. The diagnosis criteria of the various DSM reflect the American psychiatrists' concern for establishing a consensus classification preserving a wider definition of schizophrenia or more precisely of the schizophrenic disorder. One can presume that research work established from too numerous and insufficiently specific variables doesn't permit the definition of one or several aetiologies. We hope that one day all schizophrenia will be correlated to one precise causal factor permitting the optimal targeting of interesting therapeutic approaches. The multiplicity of concepts and models reflects our questioning.